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Abstract: - To increase the security of messages sent over the internet steganography is u sed. This paper discu ssed a technique used
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1. Introduction
Steganography is the art of hiding the fact that
communicat ion is taking place, by h iding info rmation in
other informat ion. It is the art of concealing a message
in a cover without leaving a remarkable track on the
original message. It Pronounced "ste-g&-'nä-gr&-fE”
and Derived fro m Greek roots
Steganos” = cover
“Graphie” = writ ing Its ancient origins can be traced
back to 440 BC. Histories the Greek historian
Herodotus writes of a nobleman, Histaeus, who used
steganography first time.3
The goal of Steganography1 is to mask the very
presence of communication making the true message
not discernible to the observer. As steganography has
very close to cryptography and its applications, we can
with advantage highlight the main differences.
Cryptography is about concealing the content of the
message. At the same time encrypted data package is
itself evidence of the existence of valuable informat ion.
Steganography goes a step further and makes the
ciphertext invisib le to unauthorized users.4
Two other technologies that are closely related to
steganography are watermarking and fingerprinting.
These technologies are mainly concerned with the
protection of intellectual property. But steganography is
concern with the hiding of text in information like
image, text , audio, and video.
2.

Type of steganograpy

There are 4 different types of steganography
1. Text
2. Image
3. Audio
4. Video
5.Protocol
Text steganography using digital files is not used very
often since text files have a very small amount of
redundant data.
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Audi o/Vi deo steganography is very co mplex in use.
Image steganography is widely use for hid ing process
of data. Because this is quite simple and secure way to
transfer the information over the internet. Image
steganography has following types:
* Transform domain
1) Jpeg
2) Spread Spectru m
3) Patch Work
* Image domain
1) LSB and MSB in BMP
2) LSB and MSB in JPG

Fig.1 Descri ption of Algorithm
3.

CRYPTOGRAPHY ALGORITHAM

Normal text message:- Saurabh
Key:-hello
1. Change the key and data in to ASCII fo rmat.
Eg. hello is changed in B[5]={8, 5, 9, 9, 13}
sauarbh is changed in A[20]={19, 1,21,1,18,2,8}
2. Pad the Normal message according to the
length of the key .
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Eg. Saurabh has 7 char. In it and the key has 5 letters
,so first five letter of message will change according to
the key but in the end we have only two letter left so we
pad p letter (x o r y or z) for padding to make exact
length pairs.
Saurabh
Saura bhxxx
A[20]={19,1,21,1,18,2,8,24,24,24}
m = length of key
* ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM
1. take two arrays flagt xt and flagkey of size of
length of text and key and fill it with zeros.
2. Do this process till the length of key
A: Process for encrypti on of data by the key
fo r k=1 to m
J=1
fo r i=1 to n
( n is length of padded text)
{
if( j>m)
{
j=1
a[i] =a[i] + b[j]
j++
}
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Eg
A[20]={20,143,29,231,256}
B[20]={10,2,230,19,23}
B: Decryption of data and key
for i=1 to n ( n is length of padded text)
wh ile flagt xt[i]!=0
a[i]=a[i]+256
flagt xt[i]-end wh ile
end for
for i=1 to m
while flagkey[i]!=0
b[i]=b[i]+256
flagkey[i]-end while
end for
for k=1 to m
b[m]=b [m]-b[1]
for j=m-1 to 1
b[j]=b[j]-b [j+1]
end for

else
{ a[i] =a[i] + b [j]
j++
}
End for
B: Process of hi ding of key
Do
for j=1 to m-1
b[j]=b [j]+b[j+1]
end for
b[m-1]=b[m-1]+b[1]
End for
C: Change the array A and B in to character form
Eg.
For i=1 to n
while a[i]>256
a[i]=a[i]-256
flagt xt[i]+=1
end while
end for
for i=1 to m
while b[i]>256
b[i]=b[i]-256
flagkey[i]+=1
end if
end for
*DECRYPTION ALGORITHAM (this is reverse
process of encryption)

j=1
for i=1 to n
if(j>m)
j=1
a[i]=a[i]-b[j]
end if
end for
end for
4. Pixel Processing
After the converting our informat ion in secret code or
encrypted form we need to patch that data in the image.
We use least significant bit for the patching of data
because of following reason.

Because the intensity of image is only change
by 1 or 0 after hid ing the informat ion.

Change in intensity is either 0 or 1 because the
change at last bit .e.g.
11111000
11111001
The change is only one bit so that the intensity of image
is not effected too much and we can easily transfer the
data.
5. Steps To Insert Data In Image



data.

Take an input image.
Find out the pixel values.
Select the pixel on which we want to insert

A: Change the encrypted data in ASCII format
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This process of selection of pixel is done as user‟s
choice he may choose pixel continuous or alternate or at
a fixed distance.

Insert the data values in pixels eg.
For example a grid for 3 pixels of a 24-bit image can be
as follows:
00101101 00011100 11011100
10100110 11000100 00001100
11010010 10101101 01100011
When the number 200, which binary representation is
11001000, is embedded into the least significant bits of
this part of the image, the resulting grid is as follows:

Fig. 4 Output Image

00101101 00011101 11011100
10100110 11000101 00001101
11010010 10101100 01100011
6.

Results

Fig.5 Histogram of Output Image

Fig. 2 Orig inal Image

Fig. 6 Effect on intensity of pixels by hiding of data

Fig. 3 Histogram of Orig inal Image
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Table 1
Comparison between various steganography
algorithms
N
O

BAS E

Steganograp
hy without
cryptograph
y

Steganog
raphy
wi th
Other
cryptogr
aphy

Steganogr
aphy with
our
cryptogra
phy
techni que

security. Research in this field has already begun. Next
to steganography, one of the most active fields of
research is mass detection tools for hidden contents.
The problems are really big. At first, known statistical
tests are fragile and for many embedding schemes we
still do not know which properties to test. At second,
the today traffic in public networks is so overwhelming,
that is too hard to rigorously check each file.

1.

2.

3.
techni qu
e
1.

Securit
y

One level
security

Two level
security

Two level
security

4.

5.
2.

Key
size

No key
present

Fixed size
of key

Random
size of key

3.

Steps
involve
in
encrypt
ion of
data

No step

Fixed step

Depend on
the key
size

4.

Brute
force
attack

No need

Can
possible

Very hard
to attack

7.
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Conclusion

This paper is a short introduction to the world of
steganography. We have shown how the simp lest
methods work and how they can be explored. We have
used symmetric encryption algo to provide more
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